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!:UL~ 0 N I 11 M A N..l2_A N T I M E S 0 N I U Mx) 

B. Pontecorvo 

Gell-?.ia.nn ann Pais
1

) first pointed out the interesting consequence of the fact· that 

Z

0 

and K
0 

particles are not ident1ca1
2
). The possibility of K0 - K0 h•a.nsittons induced 

by weak tnteractions makes it necesst>.ry to consider neutral K mesons as c>. mixture of 

particles of different (combt~ea)J) ~arity (Kl and K~). 

''.'e d::l.scuss here the problem a:o to •:.•hether there exif;t 0 tlwr "!nixed" neut:r-tl partic

les (not necessarily "elementn.ry" ones) which are not irlenttcql to the correspondine 

;;ntip.'lrLi.:::les c:.n(: io:r which particle ~ anttparticlP. tran11ittons are not strictly 

'i'hf' ,~lllhc:r of ;ooss:tble m t";~ed neutral systems are strongly lir:Jiter1 by consec···vat:ton 

:'.c:;:c r· o•' t!'.<: nnr~b,.;r o:f hn.ryons l".ncl 1 i{':ht fermions ( conservat:ton of nuclear4 ) ancl 

"" net!t•:'t"•••''/ ch:-,:r1:es). Accor;1inc to the ftrst la.\v mixP.d particles cannot exist runon,1 

be.ryonn (tor i.nst<:tnce, ne,.tb·on, hy,Jrog~n !:!.tom) and !!ue .to the seconcl law such :<>articles 

c2r.n'lt <):·:i.:;t 'lli!Dng systens of light particles with only one fermion (e.g., neutrino, +- - + Jr e an~1 JT e syntemr. ••• ). 

i'"om t~:is :t t e,pp<~ently fellows tha.t meson:!.un cleftne( e.s the bound system ( r+ e-) 
~-" the on~y n.i.x:ed nm·tJcln or intrn·est ez:tst:!.ne (in Hdration to the K0 r:teson) &:Jong 
8.l:r-er>.c1y ':rell-known systems. 

, - + tne system ( r e ), obviously 
r1'l.fi'err; :from me~~onturrr; in ar1ditton nrsonium -.R.ntime:>onitu:J transitions not only are not 

foru:tc1c1en by any knoYm lnxr but, what ts more, they must ta_l{e place due to kno1vr• inter-
ncttons. 

Indeea, transitions 

( T) 

---· ----
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are induned by the same interaction which is responsible for the r •meson decay • 

Incidentally tlHl probability 1j e of real decay processes 

(t-+e-) (V 

-- Y + V + 10 G, 1M eV 
(2) 

which can be easily e:otimated ta.k:tng into account the dimensions of mesonLtm, turns out 

to be equal to 10-4 sec-1, that is about 1010 times less than the decay probability 

1/-c of the fL meson. For this reason it is prantica1J,.f impossible to observe the 

(non trivial) absence. of an electron track at the point '!/here a r "tmeson comes to rest, 

rrhich would be connected with the process (2). 
11 

As for the mesonium -+<J.nt:f.mesonium transit:lon, its characterL>tlc time c.l.o.m 

is determined hy the m3.SS d :i -rfe-rence· /j. m betv1een the symmetrical ( 'f mesonium + 

tf' a.ntimesonhtm) and the antisymr:~etrical ( lf' mesonium - '/lantimesonium) systems. The 

valne Ll. h1 is prorortional to the first p01ver of the matrix element responsible for the 

mesonium - 1.1.ntimesonium transformation and that is why Lltrl is proportional to the 

square of the couplj_ng constant when such transformation is due to two successive 

transitiom as in (1). 

Thus, the time characterizing the transformation (1) is of the same order of 

magnitade as e ' that is about lo
10 times larger than the life-time of r--meson 

( T = 2xl0-6 sec), which in fact determines also the rate of the mesonium decay. 

If we assume, hov1ever, that the mesonium ...... antimesonium transformation is due to the 

T- - + T direct interaction ( tt e ) ( t< e. ), the time characterizing this transformation 

turns out to be considerably smaller than e . Indeed, in this case the mass difference 

Ll m, between the symmetrical and antisymmetrical systems ( Arn I=~ ' where M is the 
c 

rmtrix element) is proportional to the first po·11er 7) of the coupling constant {}- • 

c;onsequently, we have i1 -l; 
T"' """ .2CJ/Jrr-~ C.!. Am' 

where I" is the mesonium radius. If we suppose that the'direct interaction 

t- - - + ( t'- e. ) ( r t ) has an intensity comparable with the intensity of all the other 

known weak interactions, 9 is about J.lo-49 erg.cm3 , and T is found to be 

-4 ~ 
~ 5.10 sec, that is only.- .300 t"l.mP.s larger than l.. • Under such circumstanc!<::' :1.t 

seems at first glance that thP process oJ mesonium-. antimesonium transformation ·::an be 

- easj_ly observed, ·fo:r in:,t2.nce, by r1etccting a "fast" negative electron from a r+ -meson 
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coming to rest 

Unfortunately, however, the mesonium - antimesonium transformation in presence of 

matter is impossible: on account of the electrical asymmetry of nucleons the mas~03 of 

mesonium and antimesonium are no more equal under such conditions. Besides, it ts 

necessary to note that the probability of fast negative electron emission from mesonitvn 

(in vacuum) is proportional to (~ )..2.. and not to ~ Indeed, if cf<+ (f::) ,J.!l(: 

Ef<- (i} are the probabilities that (in vacuum) mesonium or antimesonium ru·e fauna 

at the time -t when at 1: = 0 there is one "atom" of mesonium, then 

~ 1 -t/r:.'( t-) 
c. rc + ( -E:) -v .J. e 1 + CA>s r 

E~- (t) ~ 1 e~tfr:. (1- eos::.} 
where the life-times of the symmetrical and antisymmetrical systems are assumed to be 

identical and equal to the (i-meson life-time. Under such initial conditions the 

probability of emiRsion of a fast positive or negative electron in the clecP...y procef;;; j_ro 

found to be 00 

P(e+) ~ f Er-_;(+J dt ~ 1 (1+ 
. 000 

P (e)~ f f:r~(t} dt "'1 {1-
o 

respectively. 

If in nature there existed other weakly interacting charged particles 1vHh a ve:ry 

long life-time it is possible that effects analogous to those discussed here might be 

observed. The life-time of the particles with mass about 5oonne recently discovered 

by Alikhanyan and others (JETP, ~' 955,(1956), has not yet been determined; only its 

lower limit (5 x 10-9 sec) is known. 

Above it was supposed that neutrino charge is conserved. This means that scat

tering cannot convert a neutrino into an antineutrjno in any approximation. The law of 

conservation of neutrino charge is not yet definitely established: it ts only e::to,l'-
'') ltshe<l experimentally that neutrino and antineutrino are not identical particlo!s" • 
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If the theory of two component neutrino9) was not valid (which is hardly probable 

at present) and if the conservation law for neutrino charge took no place, neutrino -

antineutrino transitions in vacutun would be in principle possible. Even in this case, 

just as in the case where it is supposed that to every would correspond an antiworld, 

the number of neutrino and antineutrino in the universe would be the same. 

The author is grateful to Ya.B. Zeldovich, L.B. Ob1n and I.rx. Ivanter for critical 

remarks and interesting discussion. . .. 
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